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Dear activists of Nooll Canarias, Da**t".^À/ , *,
I am really digging into the issue. I already tabled a question to the European Commission. But below
other important questions. lf you or the Canarian press could raise these towards Canarian authorities
or ministers, that would be very helpfull

Last 2 elections: Why didn't PP inform the public about the "secret" oil-drilling program? Even on the
website of the Cabildo de Lanzarote is a map of the drilling zones made on 09-03-2007.

200í: EU tourist operators were "threatening" to leave Canarias if drilling. Not afraid for the same
reaction?

What thinks the Minister of tourism, about the very negative publicity for ALL Canarias in the
international media? Which tourist wants to see platform and oil/gas ships? = Emptv hotels. New jobs?

German RWE is partner in the Repsol project. \Alill Repsoldrillfor oilor gas? RWE drills for gas. Will
they use the "fracking" technique? This way off drilling is already forbidden in France and Bulgaria
(extreme pollutions, and earthquakes). More countries willfollow soon.

ls there "any" scientific investigation about the impact of drilling in volcanic active area? lÍ even the US
government confirms the link between drilling and earthquakes.

Alldrilling means pollution. What about the fish industry?

What is the impact off drilling for the next generations? Scientific independent research earthquakes,
landslides, making volcanos awake?

lf gas, is the gas for Las Palmas and Fuerteventura? New gas installations are planned to be build
(1500000 lgas each! on volcanic islands) with 55 mio EU money. That means that everything was
organized years ago, behind closed doors?

Why is the public not properly informed? ls Spain/Canarias not democratic?

Sometimes the authorities say that oil drilling will bring extra jobs. \A/hich jobs? Switch from hoteljobs
to oil platform jobs?

Are the people working on platform not all import? Training, experience, languages etc...

Oil = less tourism. Which new/extra jobs do authorities envisage?

lf "something" goes wrong, Morocco drilling is also a Spanish/Canarias problem. Can Spain "force"
Morocco to pay the bill? Not only to clean, but also compensation for the tourist industry. Hotels will be
empty...

One small accident means a 1A0o/o disaster for ALL Canarias.

What is the role of the Army? Why a new military station on Fuerteventura? To "protect" the oil or the



tourist, do tourist need miliFry protection?

\Mtere is the BORDER (rea) betuveen Spain and Morocco? t/Wrere can we find the official documents?
Spanisfi military actions to protectthe borderloil?

I thinkyour action group should certainly raise this guetion to the Canary Authorities. This becomes
urgeiit. lwillquestiron the European Cgmmission! , 
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